The D. H. Chen Foundation Scholarship Program 2021/22

Landmark Scholarship Program for Leaders of Tomorrow

Launched in 2016, the Scholarship Program thrives to nurture future leaders and foster talent development for the society with all-rounded educational support.

Eligibility

- Permanent resident of Hong Kong
- Full-time Year 1 undergraduate student of UGC-funded program
- A Year GPA of at least 3.5 out of 4.0 / 4.3 with all letter grades of courses taken available; or an equivalent in the preceding academic year
- Demonstration of leadership abilities and commitment to make positive social change

Shortlisted candidates will be invited for interview in Aug 2021. For enquiry, please contact the scholarship office at your university.

Program Components

- Comprehensive Financial Award to support learning and growth
  1. Tuition Fee Waiver covering the normative study period on UGC-funded basis;
  2. Overseas Learning Allowance of maximum HKD80,000
  3. Living Allowance of HKD38,000 (subject to needs)
- Social Good Initiative for exclusive projects and services exposure & Social Good Fund for innovation
- The D. H. Chen Foundation Scholars Network to connect with diverse talents
- Mentorship to get inspiration from experienced social leaders
- Exclusive Internship opportunities to develop and realize your aspiration
- Annual Reception to meet with distinguish leaders and guests
- Scholarship exchange at the President Roundtable

About The D. H. Chen Foundation

The D. H. Chen Foundation is a Hong Kong-based private philanthropic organization founded in 1970 by Dr. Din Hwa Chen, an ardent philanthropist and a devout Buddhist who also established Nan Fung Group. Aspiring to build a compassionate society, the Foundation has been endeavouring to steer innovative, impactful and sustainable initiatives.

For more info: www.dhcfscholarship.com